Lakeville Police Department Update
Sunday, October 10 – Saturday, October 16, 2021
776 Calls for Services

138 TRAFFIC STOPS

49 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY

8 DOMESTICS

25 AUTO ACCIDENTS

7 THEFTS

7 CRISIS MENTAL HEALTH
10 WELFARE CHECKS

15 ALARM BURGLAR
7 FIRE ALARM

8 FRAUD

22 ANIMAL CALLS

2 BURGLARY

46 MEDICALS

1 VANDALISM/DAMAGE
PROPERTY

1 DRUG ACTIVIITY

8 CHILD PROTECTION

16 DISTURBANCES

5 DRUNKENNESS

0 MISSING PERSON

1 SHOPLIFTING

Note: Calls are reported as coded by dispatch. The actual incident description may differ.

Lakeville Police Department Update
Sunday, October 10 – Saturday, October 16, 2021
Weekly Review
Please note, if you have reviewed our Calls for Services, you’ll see the Weekly Review
doesn’t include a comprehensive list of calls to which LPD responded. Incidents
included here are based on severity, impact on public safety or other factors.
•

A Traffic Stop resulted in the 44-year-old male driver being found to have a Revoked License and a
DANCO against him. The protected party of the DANCO was in the passenger seat and the driver was
subsequently arrested and jailed.

•

Patrol responded to a T-Bone Traffic Accident, at 215th Street and Holyoke Avenue. Medics were
requested to the scene for minor injuries.

•

Suspicious Activity was reported at 18XXX Ironstone Way. An unknown male was observed entering the
garage and walking around the property.

•

Officers responded to a Domestic call and issued a KOPS Alert on a 45-year-old male for Domestic
Assault by Strangulation.

•

A 62-year-old male was arrested for 5th Degree Domestic Assault.

•

Patrol responded to a car fire at 17XXX Kings Place. Lakeville Fire extinguished the blaze before it
caused damage to the home.

•

A 32-year-old male was cited for Theft, after he stole a beanie hat from Fleet Farm.

•

Officers responded to another T-Bone Traffic Accident, this time at Cedar Avenue and 202 nd Street West.
Three (3) people were transported to the hospital with varying injuries. The at-fault vehicle, who had a
blinking yellow arrow, failed to yield the right of way.

•

Patrol responded to a Vehicle Theft at 17XXX Kenrick Avenue. The victim left the vehicle running when
going into the store. An unknown suspect then stole it.

•

Theft was reported at 17XXX Kenrick Avenue. Unknown suspect(s) attempted to break into the building
and stole items from an unlocked vehicle.

•

Theft from Vehicle was reported at 16XXX Kenrick Avenue. A window was smashed out and tools were
stolen.

•

A Hit and Run crash was reported at 16XXX Duluth Trail. The victim’s vehicle was parked on the road
when it was struck on the driver’s side, sustaining damage to the door.

•

Officers were dispatched on separate occasions, in the same evening, to assist with a Disputes call. It
escalated, with a 41-year-old male being jailed for 5th Degree Domestic Assault.

•

Patrol made a Traffic Stop, at Huxley Avenue and Dodd Boulevard, and found the 37-year-old male to be
impaired. He was arrested for 3rd Degree DWI, testing a .17 BAC.

Note: Calls are reported as coded by dispatch. The actual incident description may differ.

•

Catalytic converters were reported from multiple vehicles at 21XXX Kenrick Avenue.

•

Theft was reported at 16XXX Cedar Avenue. A generator, valued at $5K was stolen.

•

Officers responded to, and interrupted, a Burglary in Progress at 11XXX 172 nd Street West. Unknown
suspects fled on foot prior to arrival. Burnsville K-9 assisted, but a good track wasn’t established. It
appears they broke into the residence and an outbuilding at a neighboring residence, stealing a
generator.

•

A Hit and Run Accident was reported from the parking lot at 16XXX Cedar Avenue.

•

Patrol responded to a Driving Complaint and minor Traffic Accident. The 26-year-old male driver showed
signs of impairment and failed SFST’s. He tested a .18 BAC and was arrested for DWI.

•

Vandalism/Property Damage was reported to a home at 20XXX Guthrie Drive.

Note: Calls are reported as coded by dispatch. The actual incident description may differ.

